


Generative AI is based on deep learning that creates new text, voice, video, and images autonomously and has been identified as one of the most influential 

future technologies that will revolutionize productivity.
Gartner



if you have voice data
Convergence of voice model and song information (pitch, tempo, 

lyrics, etc.) (≠ voice conversion)

Unlike the existing method that required a guide song, song 
content was created without any recording.

Fusing multiple voices into one to create a new voice with multiple 
characteristics

Express emotion 

Emotions are automatically expressed without recording or 
inputting each emotion by analyzing the keywords and context

+
Generates and matches non-verbal expressions such as sobbing 

when sad, enabling more natural expression

Reproduce the voices of the deceased and celebrities 
with only 45 sentences data and 30 minutes of learning

Even if you haven’t learned English, now you can speak it while 
maintaining the characteristics of you

Completely new voice
A new approach that combines image inference and voice 

technology to generate new voice without building learning data
+



Don’t imagine



Realize your and with





never-existed before



even they are already deceased



without recording



IF you can create
Ads with any voice
Beyond time and space…

WHAT



Collaborate with

AI voice 
synthesized from
100 children’s voice

For a broadcast advertisement planned by the 
Green Umbrella Children's Foundation, an AI 
synthesized voice was created by combining the 
voices of 100 children.



Collaborate with

AI voice of
the legendary
baseball player

For the Com2uS professional baseball V22 TV 
commercial, the voice of Choi Dong-won, a 
legendary player in Korean professional baseball, 
was reproduced.



Collaborate with

AI voice of 
the late
TV show host

For Yanolja's TV commercials, the voice of the late 
famous broadcaster Song Hae was reproduced 
based on the existing broadcasting data.



한문철님
변호사

Collaborate with

Celebrity AI voice 
advertisements 
traveling together

During navigation guidance with the voice of an 
advertising model (celebrity), advertising messages 
are delivered by AI voice according to location 
information.



IF you can produce
new songs and albums
of the deceased singer…

WHAT



A late singer
release a new song
with idol singers

This content is a sample.



Virtual concert of
the deceased
singer

Through TV Chosun's Metaverse music program 
'Ava Dream', the voice of the deceased singer was 
reproduced to sing and interview.

Collaborate with



AI singer ‘ARTI’ 
announces the OST 
of a webtoon

The OST of Atempo Media’s webtoon ‘I hate 
Ojakgyo’ was produced and released on 
YouTube.

Collaborate with

A.TEMPOMEDIA Inc



IF you can hear
the late mother’s 
voice again… 

WHAT



The late mother
blesses
her daughter’s marriage

The mother who has passed away a month before 

the daughter's wedding was reproduced with 1 

minute and 50 second voice mail kept by the 

daughter.



IF Company can deliver
its identity
with its unique voice…

WHAT



The promise of the police 
to serve the people
with one voice

Collaborate with

A new AI voice was created by combining the 
voices of 22 police officers into one to create a 
police news campaign



Mobility infotainment 
that reveals its identity
with KIA's unique voice

Collaborate with

A new AI voice that can express the identity of 
KIA mobility was created for the infotainment 
system(PoC in progress)



The unified voice 
of the Samsung
Electronics employees

Collaborate with

By synthesizing the voices of more than 2,000 
Samsung Electronics employees into one, 
Samsung's own AI voice was created for the 
production and promotion of Samsung Electronics



IF you can produce
audiobooks
without any voice actors…

WHAT



Audio Bible
with the pastor’s 
voice data

Collaborate with

With 40 minutes of learning data from Pastor Lee 
Jae-hoon of Onnuri Church, an AI audio Bible was 
created (3.54 million views) *General books have 
120,000 characters



‘Life in the Wilderness is a Blessing’ 
with the voice of the late Rev. Ha Yong-jo

Audiobooks
with the author’s
natural voice

Collaborate with

The book of the late Pastor Ha Yong-jo was 
produced as an audiobook based on voice data 
during his lifetime (planned to expand to various 
pastors).



Personalized
audiobooks
with my voice

Collaborate with

A personalized audiobook that lets you become 
the main character in a famous fairy tale with AI 
voice technology. 
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